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Solledger Accounts and Time Recording 

 

Introduction 
 

The latest version of the Solledger accounts and time recording program 

provides seamless conversion of data from DOS versions as well as offering 

enhanced features for new users and for existing users wanting to take 

advantage of the new features in the program. 

 

Solledger version 5 is written around a fully featured open source SQL database 

giving the advantage of technical excellence without any external licensing 

costs associated with many similar systems. 

 

This latest version can operate a hierarchy of clients with matters or can 

continue the older method of having integrated clients and matters.   There is a 

nominal ledger with some accounts used for control and suspense accounts and 

automatically maintained by the program while others are available without 

constraints for allocation as costs, expenses and capital accounts.   There is a 

fees ledger integrated with the matters maintaining details of bills rendered and 

cash received in full or part payment of the bills.   The system has full facilities 

for those accounting for VAT on a cash received basis.   The latest system 

provides a purchase ledger for those that want to use it. 

 

The posting programs are designed to be easy to use.   The day to day 

transactions are entered into the system and when accepted as a batch and 

posted all necessary double entry accounting entries are made automatically.   

Provided that transactions are coded and posted accurately the accurate reports 

on matter or client balances, bills outstanding, bills to be paid, profit costs by 

fee earner and/or by matter type are readily available without any time 

consuming computations. 

 

Time recording and costing on all or selected matters is provided for and is 

linked to the matter ledger but not to the nominal accounts.   Print outs of time 

costs can be run whenever needed. 

 

RMS can undertake conversion of data from several other systems and should 

be consulted to establish what can be achieved in any particular case. 
_________________________________________ 
 

Solledger programs are Copyright by Red Monkey Software Ltd. 2006-2018  
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Preliminary Considerations 

 
The installation of the PostGreSQL database system used by the programs has to be carried out 

by Red Monkey Software Ltd.   If data is being converted from earlier versions of Solledger or 

from other programs, this will usually be carried out by RMS and decisions will be made about 
the features to be included on the new system. 

 

Installation of the data manually is quite possible but will, of course, take time especially if the 

data volumes are large. 

 
There is a choice of how the data is held in the system.   The data can be on a local server or 

work station and will then be the responsibility of the user and there may be difficulties in 

accessing from remote sites.   Alternatively, RedMonkey Software can offer data hosting on 

their secure servers.   This means that RMS have full responsibility for the integrity of the data 

which can be accessed by any computer on the internet subject to password control.   This is 
particularly relevant for multi branch firms who can have full access in each office as well as 

allowing for remote working, from home for instance, where this is helpful. 

 

Systems with in house data can make security copies of the data whenever desired but it is 
their responsibility to do so and to ensure safe keeping of the copies.   RMS can offer backup 

services on their servers either initiated by the user or automatically scheduled by RMS. 

 

System requirements are well within the capabilities of recent computers but for older systems 

the following constraints apply.   The server or workstation acting as server needs to have a 
hard disk formatted for NTFS file system and should have at least 512MB RAM..   This means 

in practice a minimum of Windows 2000 or later and, even then, it is necessary to check the 

formatting in use.   Workstations can be Windows 98 or later and should have a minimum of 

512MB RAM.   Obviously, the system needs to be networked if multi access to the program is 

desired.   It is not necessary to be attached to the internet but it is very useful to be able to 
download upgrades to the program directly from our web server and to be able to e-mail 

backup copies of data when queries arise.   Users with maintenance contracts can e-mail data 

for year end carry forward routines to be performed without the need for a site visit. 

 

It should be mentioned that the program is written with open source programming tools and so 
will run on Windows, Linux and Apple operating systems.   If the data is to be held on a server 

we strongly recommend Linux units as they prove to be very reliable and inexpensive 

compared with the costs of server software from commercial suppliers. 

 

The printer should be a laser one and should maintain DOS compatibility if it is necessary to 
be able to print from previous years on the old DOS programs.   There is a choice of 

inexpensive HP and other printers that fit the bill.   If you intend to print cheques, then a 

simple dot matrix is the best solution.   If you intend to make security backups yourself then 1 

or 2 memory sticks provide the best solution.   Capacities of such devices go up and up but 

devices with 512 MB or more will do fine. 
 

This system maintains separate client and matter tables whereas the old system just maintained 

one record per matter with both client and matter details together.   It is possible now to 

number clients so that only one entry for a client is needed and then to have matters for that 
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client.   Typically I (Paul Ashley) might be client A123 and then my matters would be 

A123001, A123002 etc.   The program has various options for finding matters without typing 

in the full number.   For example one could type in A23.2 to find matter A023002. 
 

Existing Solledger users converting from DOS will usually convert the data as is and use the 

same unique number for client and matter.   In some cases it has proved possible to split clients 

and matters at conversion.   There are various customiser settings that can be made at 

installation to assist in identifying the next matter/client number if a purely numerical sequence 
is being used or to identify the next client number for an alpha start letter or for identifying the 

next matter number for a particular client.   These settings have to be applied by RedMonkey 

Software or PA Software. 

 

There is much more flexibility for nominal account numbers than previously as it is no longer 
necessary to end the account with a 'C' or an 'O' to distinguish client and office nominals.   

However, nominal numbers must be different from client/matter numbers.   Most established 

users have opted to convert using the original method.   New users should seek help from RMS 

or PAS in deciding the most suitable numbering scheme to fit in with their existing system. 

 
The old system was quite rigorous in batching work for posting.   The new system still posts 

work in batches and gives all necessary control information but does not require the controls  

to be typed in at the start of the batch as before. 

 
Individual matters can be printed direct from screen display but all other reports are generated 

using a report generator program and can, therefore, be viewed on screen prior to deciding 

whether to print part or all of them.   All report data can be output in Excel format. 

 

Getting Started 

 

The accounts and time recording programme will be set up on your computer as a Red Monkey 

or Globe icon.  Double click it to start the programme.  The initial screen will appear quite 

quickly but it may be some 10’s of seconds while it works out where the data is. 

 

 

You log in with your initials and with a password.  At the start, every password is ‘qwerty’ in 

lower case.   Once you get to the working screen you can change your password by clicking 

File in top left corner and Settings.   User initials are not case sensitive but the password is.  
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From version 1_6_20 the program checks for later versions of the program and will notify this 

next to the version number.   Click on it to download latest version (Only if connected to 

internet) 
When the program is installed it will be necessary to set the parameters to enable it to find the 

database.   Click on 'File' at top left and then 'Settings'.   The following screen is displayed. 

 

If the database is set up on the computer being used then the above screen will show the 

settings for database access.   If the data is to be accessed from other computers it will be 

necessary to determine the IP address of the computer running the database and enter it instead 

of localhost.   If the data is on a server then the server IP address will be required.   Note that 
the range of allowable IP addresses has to be configured in PostGreSQL and this may prevent 

access to the database if changes are made from the original installation.    Users taking 

advantage of RedMonkey's data hosting service will select the bottom button and put their 

identifier in.   The database port is always 5432.   Click OK to return to the login screen. 

 
Where more than one data sets are available clicking the square box with three dots will show 

the available sets of data. 

 

 

Select the data set required and click OK     When you log in there are two possible screens 
that will display depending on the configuration settings.   If you have permissions for posting, 
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the main home page will display.   If you have permission only for enquiries and time 

recording there is a screen specifically for those tasks. (see later) 

The Main Home page for Solledger Version 5 for Windows is as shown 

 

 
The screen has three main sections.   Post covers the posting of Receipts, Payments, Bills, 

Journals (including designated deposit transactions), costs transfer and purchase invoices.  

Data covers entering new data for Clients, Matters, Nominals and Suppliers and searching for 

same.   Tools covers Reports, posting Time sheets and Configuration.  All of these topics will 

be covered in detail. 

 

The right hand end of the information line at the top of the screen shows the default date.  

Clicking the arrow to the right shows the last system date used and todays date.   Choose either 

of those or highlight the existing date and type in the date wanted.   Dates must always be 

entered as six numbers – the separators are fixed in all cases.   The last posted batch number is 
also shown.   If the system is only used by one user the next batch posted will always take the 

next batch number.   In multi user systems the batch numbers will be allocated as the batch is 

updated. 

 

The information line at the top of the screen starts with the New data and the Search data icons 
and these can be used interchangeably with the main icons.  In particular they are usable when 

other program screens, particularly posting programs, are being used.  The New data icon can 

be invoked to add a new Client/Matter while posting and the matter is immediately available 

for accepting postings. 
 

Near the left hand end of the information line at the top of the screen is a box marked 'Open'.  

Often the cursor will be flashing in this box or can be forced by clicking in the box.  Type a 

client, matter, nominal or supplier number and press 'Enter' to call up the detail.  Mostly you 

will want to call up matters. 
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When you have called up the matter you want you can choose 5 tabs to display 

 

Matter details 

 

 

Client details 
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Transactions (Accounts) 

 

 

Note that you can see more details of only office or client or designated deposit transactions 

using the transactions box at the top.   You can enter text or an amount into the Filter box at 

the top and any entries with that text (which can include cheque numbers etc.) will be isolated.  

If you are entering text then a partial match will be made i.e. entering 12345 will find all 

cheques from 123450 to 123459 as well as 12345 in the reference  narrative but if you enter an 
amount it must be complete i.e. enter 1000 will not find 1000.00.   After entering anything in 

the Filter box no action is needed such as pressing ‘Enter’.   Wait a few seconds for the result.   

You can edit dates, references and narratives by double clicking on them.   If you double click 

on the narrative field, you can enter or edit a second line of narrative. 

 

Fees Ledger (Bills and payments of same) 
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Time Records (Work in Progress) 

 

 

To quit the client/matter without saving any changes, click the Cancel box or the cross at the 

top right corner of the window or press 'Esc' key.   If you have made any changes it is vital to 

click the OK box otherwise any changes will be lost.   On the transaction displays there is a 
print button to click for a hard copy.   Printing the accounts transactions allows selection of a 

batch number or date range.   If you have entered interest rates, you can print an interest 

calculation on the free funds by ticking the appropriate box and entering a date range for the 

calculation.   If the matter has had monies on deposit at any time, you can tick the Show 

designated balances box to modify the print out to show columns for free funds and money on 

deposit. 
 

Nominal accounts can be accessed in the same way by typing the number into the 'Open' box 

and pressing <Enter>.   There are three tabs available. 
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The details page shows the number, whether it is an office or a client nominal, the description, 

the class of account and whether it is within the scope of VAT.   In a multi branch system the 

account can be allocated to a branch or, if left blank, can apply to all branches.    The classes of 
office account are:  FA – fixed asset, FL – fixed liability, CA – current asset, CL – current 

liability, SA – sale (costs) and EX – expense.   There is a special class of SU – suspense that is 

used for two particular accounts described later.   Client nominals are either of no class or DD 

if a designated bank account.  If the account is to be reconciled then the box should be ticked. 

 

Nominal Transactions 

 

 

Nominal transactions are always displayed with the Batch and Contra columns.   Entries where 

there have been more than one transaction in a batch item can be expanded to show what was 
in the batch by clicking the down arrow at the right hand end of the transaction line as shown 

above.   The filter box can be used to search for text or figures as for matters. 

 

Reconciliation 
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Reconciliation can be carried out to a batch number so that at month end posting for the 

following month can be started and, when the bank statements are to hand, the reconciliation 

can be carried out to the end of the previous month by entering the appropriate batch number 
into the 'To Batch' box. 
 

Reconciliation is done by ticking on screen all entries that have gone through the bank.   At the 

bottom right are the reconciled balance (the balance if everything has been ticked) and the 

bank statement balance.   The filter box can be used to search for text or figures.   Always 
reconcile by finding the items in the order of the bank statement.   After ticking items be sure 

to quit the process by clicking OK as otherwise all work done will be lost.   At the month end 

use the 'Print' button to print out a list of the items ticked followed by the reconciliation list of 

unpresented items.   When the reconciliation is finished for the month, click the 'End Session' 

button.    The items ticked in the current session will be reallocated to the All Sessions and can 
be accessed using the 'Sessions' button at the top. 
 

The year end routine used to clear all nominal transactions up to that point.   The total value of 

unticked items at that point were consolidated into a single 'Old Items' total displayed at the 

top right of the screen.    A list should be printed from the previous year data to keep track of 
the old items.   As the reconciliation for the new year is started, there will be items on the 

statement that are in the old items.   If a cheque for £100 has been presented from the previous 

year, click the square box to the right of the Old Items total and then enter the amount of the 

cheque and click OK.   Mark off on the list from the previous year so that the old item figure 
can always be explained.   If there should be an unpresented credit in the old items then enter 

the amount as minus.   The old item amount is the amount not yet passed through the bank and 

the figure in brackets is the total of old items reconciled in the current session.    Since version 

1.7.0 the year end routine has changed so that the unticked items from the previous year are 

preserved and can be ticked in the same way as current transactions. 
  

Search icon 
 

The main search screen is as follows 
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The first search option for Matters & Clients is for client code.   If your numbering system is a 

hierarchy of clients and then matters for those clients, a search for a client code will list all 

matters for that client.   If, however, your client and matter number is the same then the search 
will always show just the one matter.   Searching the Client Alpha will find all those clients 

where the alpha reference matches the search characters.   The search characters do not have to 

be an exact match, e.g. Searching for 's' will show all clients whose alpha reference starts with 

s.  Searching for 'sm' will show all clients starting with sm etc.   The client detail search will 

look for whole words on the client page i.e. The client name(s) or address.   Searching for 
'brock' in the client alpha shows no result but searching for 'brockley' in the client detail shows 

as  follows: 

 

 
Similarly one can search the matter page for whole words or telephone numbers or any other 

text data on the matter page.   From version 1.7.0 there is a print button to list the results. 

 

In all cases the results show the client, the first line of matter description, the fee earner, the 

office and client balances and a column that is starred if some or all of the client money is on 
deposit.    The search can be refined to show only matters not marked complete by ticking the 

appropriate box.   Double clicking the matter wanted will display the full details. 

 

Searching the nominal or supplier accounts will look for a whole word in the description or 

name respectively. 
 

New data icon 

 
The initial new data display is as follows 
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If the system is set to use the same number for both client and matter then the display above 

will show that as default.   Click Ok and then complete details on the matter page including the 

matter number and any coding such as the fee earner.   Then click to the client page and enter 
the details of the client name as a minimum.   The client will assume the same number as the 

matter. 

 

If the system has separate client numbers and then matters for those clients then the Client 

button will be available to enter details of a new client.   The details are as shown on the client 
page above.   Then to add a new matter for an existing client the 'for client' button will be 

available and the client number should be entered.   Then the matter page will be displayed for 

completion. 

 

The system will not save a client/matter without a client name nor a matter description.   It is 
the user's responsibility to ensure that all appropriate codes for fields such as fee earner, matter 

type, source, etc. are entered for the matter. 

 

Once the nominal accounts are set up it is rare to need to add more except where a client 

designated deposit account is needed to hold a matter deposit monies.   If the purchase ledger 
is in use then select 'supplier' and fill in the details as required. 

 

Posting Programs 

 

All posting is in batches of transactions of the same type.   The logical sequence of work is to 
post client receipts and then payments.   Make sure that any transactions involving designated 

deposit monies are posted using the Journals/DDs program and not included in batches with 

ordinary receipts and payments.   On the office side, post bills followed by receipts and then 

payments. 

 

Bank Receipts 

 

Select this option to post receipts to either office or client banks.   The program initially asks 

for the bank account receiving the funds. 

 

 
Click Ok to move to the posting section 
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The posting screen comprises several sections.   The left hand column has the totals for each 
banking in the batch.   A banking is defined as that which will produce an entry on the bank 

statement.   Thus a paying in slip with 3 cheques would be one banking,  TTs/CHAPS receipts 

would each be a banking.   There are no practical limitations on the number of items in a 

banking nor on the number of bankings in a batch.   The main portion of the screen comprises 

three boxes.   The top one is the header detail for the item – in this case a banking, the middle 
one is for entry of the details of each item in the banking and the lower one is the listing of the 

items in the banking.   The example shows a receipt posted on the default date (01/01/08), on 

paying in slip 101234.   If the default date is not right, then type the date needed as six 

numbers.   Press 'Tab' to move to the next field on the form.   (Note that backspace in 

Windows is 'Shift' and 'Tab' to move back to the previous field).    Enter the matter number and 
press 'Tab'.   Details of the matter are displayed for checking.   Unless the system is multi 

branch, press 'Tab' to confirm Main Branch.   Enter a narrative.   Frequently used narratives 

can be stored and selected by initial letter (see Configuration later).   Note that the stored 

narratives can only be selected at the beginning of the line but that, having selected a stored 

narrative, one can press 'End' and type more narrative there.   Although there is no set limit for 

the length of a narrative, note that long ones will cause inconvenience displaying and may not 

print in full.   Enter extra narrative (which will display/print as a second line where necessary.   

Finally enter the amount received and click 'Add' (or press 'Enter') to put the posting into the 

lower box.   The total so far for the banking is shown in the left hand column and the total for 
the batch in the top right hand corner.    The focus has moved to the matter no. box and if there 

is another item for this banking then enter the new matter no., complete the screen as above 

and click 'Add' to add to the banking.   Continue this sequence until the banking is finished and 

the banking total in the left hand column is the amount that will appear on the bank statement.    

If there is another banking – either another paying in slip or one or more TTs then click 'New 
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Item' in the bottom left side or press 'F5'.   It is possible to delete items in a banking before you 

move to the next banking by right clicking the item in the lower box and clicking 'Delete'.   

Then use the middle box to enter the correct data.   Similarly, one can delete a banking by right 
clicking the item in the left side column and clicking 'Delete'.   Then click 'New Entry' or press 

F5 to put another banking in. 

 

When the batch is assembled and you have checked each banking and the batch total to be sure 

it is correct, then click 'Post' in the bottom right side or press F9. 
 

 

 
 

At any stage of the process it can be abandoned by clicking the 'Cancel' button or, usually, by 

pressing the 'Esc' key.   The batch details are shown and can be amended as necessary before 

clicking 'Ok' to post the batch.   Confirmation of the posting is shown with the batch number 

allocated to the batch. 
 

 

 
 
Office receipts are similar to client ones except that it is necessary to categorise  them as to 

'Fees Cash' or 'Reimbursed Disbursement' or 'Nominal Cash'.   Fees cash is to pay an 

outstanding bill (including Costs, VAT and Disbursements) and will produce a cash entry on 

the fees ledger.   A reimbursed disbursement will credit the office balance but will not interact 

with the fees ledger.   Nominal cash is where money is received for an asset sale for example 
or an insurance claim. 

 

The example below shows a reimbursed disbursement being posted.   If fees cash is being 

posted, when the matter is entered the narrative field will show a list of outstanding bills and 

also an unbilled cash option if the cash is being posted before the bill has been posted..   The 
amount field will show the outstanding amount on the first bill shown.   If several bills are 
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being paid with one receipt, then they can be individually selected and added to the lower box 

or the amount can be amended against the first outstanding bill to be the total receipt.   In any 

case, the system is as yet unable to take into account part payments already received so the 
amount shown by default may not be correct and should be changed where necessary to the 

amount received. 

 

 

The example below shows the screen for 'Fees Cash' receipts. 
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When the batch is complete and the banking items checked and the batch total equals your 

total figure – if you have totaled this beforehand – then post the batch as before. 

Bank and Petty Cash Payments 

 

Select this option to post office or client payments as well as petty cash payments.   There are 

also a few cases, such as posting unpaid disbursements if the system is set up for that, when 

the program is used for accounts other than bank or petty cash. 

 

The program initially asks for the paying account number. 

 

 
Enter the bank account number required, press 'Enter' and either click 'Ok' or press 'Enter' 

again. 

 
 

As for receipts, the screen has a column on the left listing the cheques (payments by whatever 

means).   The main part of the screen has a top section as the header for the cheque, a middle 

portion where the transaction(s) on each cheque are entered and a lower part where the items 

on the cheque are assembled.    The entries necessary start with the date – the default is shown 
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but can be changed.   Press 'Tab' to move to the cheque number field.  The next cheque no. will 

be displayed but can be overtyped either to allow for spoiled cheques or if the payment is a 

TT/CHAPS one.    The narrative field applies to the whole cheque.   If the cheque is being 
analysed, the extra narrative field below allows for narrative for an item on the cheque.  The 

middle box is the analysis of the cheque – very often only to one account.   The matter or 

account no. is needed, the Branch field can usually be skipped and then extra narrative added if 

necessary.   Enter the amount and click 'Add' or press 'Enter'.    Although the focus will return 

to the account no. box it is usually the case that the whole payment is only for one matter / 
nominal.   Only in cases such as the land charges cheque is it usual to break it down to a 

number of matters.   Make sure the cheque total in the left hand column is correct for the 

payment.   Click 'New Entry' at the bottom left or press F5 to post another cheque in the batch.   

It is VITAL to ensure that, if you are posting 10 cheques say, that you have ten items in the left 

hand column.    It is quite possible to inadvertently post a number of payments as analysis of 
one cheque rather than as several cheques.    The items in the left hand column are what will 

produce entries on the bank account.    Deleting items within the analysis of a cheque or 

cheque items in the left hand column is as for receipts.   When the batch is complete the 

posting procedure is as for receipts. 
 

Posting office payments and petty cash payments is similar to above but with the additional 

possibility of having VAT to analyse.   To pay a telephone bill, say, the account no. will be the 

appropriate nominal expense code, the amount will be the net amount for that nominal code.   

If the payment is analysed to more than one nominal, then details are entered again for the next 
nominal code and the net amount for that code.   When the analysis is complete, move to the 

VAT box (you can click on it or press 'Tab' five times) then enter the VAT amount.   The 

cheque item in the left hand column will show the total and should equal the cheque amount as 

shown below.    If you are using the purchase ledger then the account no. will be the supplier 

reference and outstanding items for that supplier will be displayed. 
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If you are using the unpaid disbursements option and are posting a cheque to pay a previously 

posted – but unpaid – disbursement then the Unpaid disbursement box will be available to be 

ticked and then you can locate the unpaid entry that you are now paying. 
 

Posting of anticipated disbursements is carried out using this payments program but selecting 

as the bank account the account assigned as Unpaid Disbursements Control.   This account will 

have been / need to be set up as part of the installation process.   Anticipated disbursements 

can be posted as notified.   When they are actually paid the amount can differ from the 
anticipated amount and the system will make all necessary reversing and posting entries. 

 

Fee Notes (Bills) 

 

Select this program to post bills and credit notes to the system.   The program needs no initial 

information.   The left hand column is the list of bills / credit notes to be posted in this batch.   
The top part of the main screen is the header for the bill.   The default is Bill so, unless it is a 

credit note, press 'Tab' to move to the date and change if necessary.    Press 'Tab' to move to 

the Bill no. field.   It is important to use bill numbers consistently so that, when payment is 

received, it will be automatically matched to the bill being paid.   Press 'Tab' to move to 

Narrative where it will already have entered the bill no.   If further narrative is needed, put it 
after the bill no.   Press 'Tab' to move to the Fees Nominal box and enter the appropriate costs 

nominal account.   Press 'Tab' and enter the costs amount for that nominal.   Click 'Add' or 

press 'Enter' to move the costs amount into the lower box.   The focus will revert to the Fees 

Nominal box.   If you have more costs to analyses to a different nominal then enter it and put 
the amount in and 'Add'.   Otherwise press 'Tab' three times to move to the VAT box.   Enter 

the total VAT amount.   If there are disbursements to include on the bill, press 'Tab' and enter 

the amount.   Check that the bill total in the left hand column is correct and move to the next 

bill by clicking 'New Entry' or F5. 

 
 

If you post a credit note then the amounts are still entered as positive although they will, of 
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course, be treated as negatives where appropriate in the posting. 

 

When you have entered all the bills in the batch, post the batch as for receipts. 

 

Journals / DDs 

 

There are several possibilities when using this program. 

 

 

The office and client journal options are very similar.   The posting is still in batches but the 
batch must be in balance (equal Dr and Cr values) before it can be posted.   The following 

screen shows the position after making 2 entries to transfer sales proceeds to another matter. 

 

 

Several journals can be entered in one batch.   The date and narrative applies to the individual 
journal.   A matter or nominal number is entered, extra narrative if needed, then the amount 

and whether Dr or Cr.   Click 'Add' to move to the lower box.   Enter the next matter or 

nominal number.   The program will assume that this entry is for the same amount and the 

opposite Dr or Cr.   Override this if necessary and click 'Add'.   When the journal is showing as 

Balanced in the top right then one can add more items to this journal or press 'F5' for another 
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journal or press 'F9' to post the batch in the usual way.   There are 2 journal accounts in the 

client and office nominal section respectively and the appropriate one will always get a 

balancing Dr and Cr entry together with the narrative and contra accounts as a record for the 
auditors.    These accounts are specified at the time the programs are installed. 

 

 

YOU MUST USE THESE ROUTINES FOR ALL DESIGNATED TRANSACTIONS 

 

The remainder of the options are concerned with designated deposit transactions and it is 

advisable to read the section on the treatment of designated deposits in the notes on Solicitors 

Accounts section.   The most usual procedure is to open a designated bank/building society 

account for a specific matter and to transfer monies to or from the main client bank account.   

From time to time interest will be posted to the account.   There can be cases where the 
designated account receives or pays out monies without passing through the client bank 

account. 

The example shows a transfer to DD account. 

 

 
For each transfer in the batch the fields required are the matter number, the nominal designated 

deposit number (often the matter number with 'C' on the end as in this example) and the client 

bank account number where the money is coming from/going to.   If the money is transferred 

to deposit by writing a client cheque then the cheque number can be entered. 

 
Interest on a designated deposit is entered in a similar way but, of course, doesn't involve the 

client bank account. 
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The final two options in this section are used if a designated account is opened and has money 
paid directly into or directly out of it such as can be the case if a building society bank is used.   

The screens are virtually identical to the interest posting screen above. 

 

YOU MUST USE THESE ROUTINES FOR ALL DESIGNATED TRANSACTIONS 

 

Costs Transfers 

 

This program is used to enter the details of an individual costs transfer taking money from 

client account into office account to settle outstanding bill(s) and/or reimbursed disbursements. 

 

The batch comprises one transfer which can be for any number of different matters.   The 
important factor is that it will produce a single total on both the client and office bank 

statements. 

 

The introduction to the program needs to know the relevant bank account numbers. 

 

 

Entering the two accounts can be tricky if keystrokes are used.   Enter the client bank and press 

Tab.   The enter the office bank and press 'Enter' twice as the OK button will be highlighted 

and you will be into the program.   If the Cancel button is highlighted, pressing Enter will take 

you back to the main screen.    Each item in the transfer is entered in the top Add New Transfer 

box and then 'Add' to the lower box which is the analysis of the total transfer. 
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The example shows the first item in the transfer.   The transfer can be in settlement of a bill or 
can be to reimburse a disbursement that will not be included in the disbursement element of a 

bill.   When the matter number is entered the system finds any outstanding bills for that matter 

and shows the oldest one in the F/N box and displays the amount due in the Amount box.   If 

this is correct and is the amount being transferred then click 'Add' to enter it into the lower box.  

If there are multiple bills on a matter being settled in one transfer then either do them one by 
one or do as one but override the default amount with the actual amount being transferred.   

Note that the system does not recognise part payments and will still show the bill total.   

However the fees balance for the matter should be displayed correctly and you should query if 

you are receiving more than that balance. 

 
When the transfer is complete the Posted so far total at the top right should be the transfer total 

amount.   Individual items in the lower box can be right clicked, deleted and re-entered if any 

errors have been made.    Post the transfer in the usual way. 

 

Invoices Received 

 

This routine posts suppliers invoices on receipt to create a purchase ledger.   Office payments 

can then be allocated to suppliers to pay their account.    The use of this program is not 

possible if the set up is for VAT on a cash basis where it is only permissible to reclaim VAT 

on a paid basis not a billed basis.    The routine requires that supplier accounts are set up as 
described earlier. 
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Posting can be of an Invoice or Credit Note and the date confirmed or changed.   The invoice 

no. is internally generated as the next sequential number.   The suppliers reference will be the 
supplier invoice no.   Extra narrative as required.   Supplier no. for the supplier.    The invoice 

can be analysed over more than one nominal account.   Enter the first nominal account and 

Branch if appropriate.   Enter the net amount and click 'Add' (or press Enter).   The focus will 

revert to the nominal account box and a subsequent nominal can be added where the invoice is 

to be allocated to more than one nominal.   If there are no further nominal entries to be made 
then either click to the VAT box or press 'Tab' four times and enter the VAT amount.   If more 

invoices are to be added click 'New Entry' (or press F5) and continue until all invoices in the 

batch have been entered.    Click 'Post' (or press F9) to update the batch in the usual way. 

 

Reports 
 

All the reports have been generated using a report generator program that has common features 
which apply to all reports.    The required report is selected and any criteria needed are defined.  

The report is created by clicking the 'Create' button or by pressing F9.  All reports have a 

common top line with various control icons as below. 

 

 
  Starting from the left the icons are as follows: 

 

 Disk icon – This will allow the report to be saved in either Excel (.xls) or .html format.  
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           When selected you are prompted for a file name and location 

 Printer icon – This will print the report through the usual Windows printer selection box 

    where you can choose a printer and the pages to print and the number of 
    copies 

 Reload icon – not used 

 Page position – 4 icons.  From left to right – first page – previous page – next page – 

        last page.   The next box enables a page number to be entered. 

 Three size icons – Actual size – Fit to page – Fit to width.   Try them to see the effect. 
 Zoom icons – 2 icons for enlarging or diminishing the size followed by a box to set a 

     particular size.   There are pre-selectable sizes or an exact number can be 

     entered. 

Selecting the reports option will show a list of available reports. 

 

 

 

Trial Balance & Summaries 

This selection covers four reports.   The trial balance comprises a full list of all balances both 
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office and client unless any selection criteria mean that it is only a list of balances for, as an 

example, a fee earner (as shown above).  The matter ordering box can be set for matters in 

number or alpha ref. order.      The Balances filter box can be used in four ways for a trial 
balance.   The balances filter can be set for all accounts or, more usually, for only accounts 

with balances.   He filter can also be set for matters with either office balances or with client 

balances.  The trial balance can be printed as at a batch number which should be entered.   This 

will only give meaningful results if the batch is within the current year's postings.   Leave this 

blank to print balances as at now.   The TB can be printed as at a date but this may give quite 
misleading results.  Contact RMS for details.  There is a box for selecting either office or client 

balance range to print, for example all matters with client balances over £1,000.00.  The matter 

name range can be used to print a partial list of balances.   To print just the 'A's to 'C's matters 

enter 'a' in the first box and then either 'd' or 'cz' in the to box.   The matter start date range can 

be filled in if a list of matters between start dates is required.   In this case one might select 'All 
balances' in the balances filter box so that matters are listed whether or not they have balances.   

The last activity date range would usually be used with an accounts summary.   The Activity 

after date can be used to print a list of all matters with transactions and/or balances after the 

date entered.   The other matter  filters box can select balances for a specific coding.   Click on 

the blue line under Data type and select which data type is wanted.   Click on Include (on the 
same line) or change to Exclude if wanted.   Click on the space under Data (on the same line) 

to select which code is required.   Multiple filters can be selected to refine the list of balances 

that will be printed.    The report format is for one line per account showing an office and a 

client balance only.   The client balance is total funds and may include designated deposit 
monies.   If no filters are used the report will include client nominals followed by office 

nominals followed by matters.   Use of most of the filters will result in a report of matters only. 

 

The management trial balance prints the office nominal accounts but omitting the 

disbursements suspense and gross fees suspense and should balance on its own (see notes on 
accounting later for a full explanation).   The matter ordering box is irrelevant as the report will 

always be in nominal account number order.   The balances filter is only for accounts with 

balances or all accounts.   The 'as at batch filter' can be used to print an earlier management 

trial balance but the batch specified must be in the current year's postings. 

 
The accounts summary and account time summary are similar reports that give a multi line 

report for each matter with more information on each matter.   The balances filter allows more 

options than for the trial balances as below. 

 

The only option needing an explanation is the Transfer balances one.   This will select matters 

with outstanding bills and client funds for identification of potential costs transfer 

opportunities.   The last activity date filter can be used to restrict the list to matters where there 
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has been no activity after the entered date.   The account time summary includes a WiP 

column.   The non-zero balances filter applies to WiP balances and the last activity date applies 

to the time transactions rather than the accounts ones. 
 

Audit Trail 
 
This report requires a batch range which can be any range within the current year's postings.   

It will generate a report of the postings of each batch in the range. 

 

Accounts Transactions 

 

This is the means for printing multiple accounts (nominals and/or matters) in one operation. 

 

The account selection allows for a range of numbers to be input or for a name range to be 
selected or for a list of individual accounts to be assembled and printed more easily than by 

calling up each matter individually, going to transactions, selecting print, selecting batch/date 

range and selecting Windows print options.    Click on the blue line under Accounts and enter 

the first account (nominal or matter) wanted.   Press 'Enter' and enter the next number etc.   

When the list is complete click 'Create' or press F9 to generate.   The Accounts type box allows 
selection of 'All', 'Matters' or 'Nominals'.  For any selection one can specify also a batch or date 

range.   If a range has been selected there is a tick box to restrict the report to only matters with 

balances or activity – particularly useful at year end to print accounts for the batch range of the 

year but only include relevant accounts.   There is a tick box to print designated deposit details.  

There is also a tick box if you want a client free funds interest calculation.   In this case a date 
range must have been specified and a client interest table selected.   Finally one can select to 

show expanded contra account detail as one can get on a nominal display. 
 

Revenue and Expenditure 
 

This report requires a batch range (within the year's postings) and will summarise the total 

postings for each 'SA' and 'EX' category nominal account.    Particularly useful if there is a 

spreadsheet budgeting system in use as the report can be printed for month's (defined by batch 
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number range) and the figures transferred to the spread sheet.   Where more than one branch is 

set up, the report can be printed for each branch in turn.   (We plan to improve the batch 

comparison facility of this report.)  A tick box allows a breakdown of each total figure. 
 

Profit & Loss & Balance Sheet 
 
This report prints a  profit and loss for the batch range chosen and a balance sheet as at the last 

batch selected.  Leaving the range blank prints the year to date.   A branch can be selected.  

 

VAT Transactions 

 

This report requires a batch range (within the year's postings) and will generate a four column 

report for VAT Inputs and Input VAT and for VAT Outputs and Output VAT.   See the 

accounts notes for a full explanation of calculating the VAT figures needed for e return. 
 

Archived Matters 

 
This reports on matters either which are marked as complete and/or have a entry in the archive 

reference field on the matter.    If you use box numbers for the archive reference then a report 

in Account Code order will tell you which box a particular matter has been archived in.   A 

report in Archive Reference order will tell you which matters are in a particular box. 
 

Aged Debtors 

 
This will report on all matters with outstanding fees ledger balances.   It can be ordered by 

matter number or by alpha reference.   The filters work as before and enable a report for a 

particular fee earner (for example) to be generated.    The report will normally age the 

outstanding bills as 0-30, 31-60, 61-90 and over 90 days.   Any part payments not matched to 

bills will be shown in the penultimate column with the outstanding balance in the final column.   
If the 'Apply unmatched cash to bills'  box is ticked then unmatched cash is applied to the bills 

in date order showing only net amounts outstanding.   The ageing is in relation to the default 

'Using date' on the main screen (not to the actual date). 

 

Bills Daybook and Cash Book 

 

This report lists all bills or cash received against bills for a batch or date range and provides a 

full analysis of the transactions.   It is particularly useful for management information on the 
revenue of the firm. 
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The report can be for bills delivered or for cash received on the fees ledger.   If the system is 

set for VAT on a cash basis then the cash received report will be analysed into costs, VAT and 

disbursements automatically.   If the system is for VAT on a billed basis then the cash is 

recorded as a single figure.   In this case selecting the Cash Book (costs analysed) option will 

attempt to analyse the cash received into costs, VAT and disbursements based on inspection of 
the bills being paid.   There are a few situations with multiple bills and/or multiple cash 

receipts where the analysis fails but manual inspection of the report will normally show cases 

of error.   The report can be in batch order or bill no. order . 
 

The report will normally be for a batch range or a date range.   The filters box can be used as 

described previously.   The report lists the bills or cash received and the summarises the totals 
by fee earner, matter type and source coding.   The current programs have option boxes for 

account no. or matter name ranges. 
 

Fees Ledger Open Items 
 

Whereas the aged report showed balances on one line for each matter with outstanding bills, 

the open item report lists each item for each matter thus explaining the balance due.   The 

extended report shows more information on each matter and analyses each item as to costs, 

VAT and disbursements.   The filters box can be used as described previously. 
 

Suppliers & Aged Creditors 
 

These reports are for suppliers forming the Purchase Ledger.   The supplier list will list 

suppliers with their balances.   The aged creditors are as the aged debtors but for suppliers. 

Purchase Daybook and Cash Book 

 

This report is as for the Bills Daybook but, of course, for invoices received. 
 

Purchase Ledger Open Items 

 
This report is as for the Sales Ledger except that there is no Filters selection as the invoices are 

coded to nominal accounts rather than matters. 
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Client Interest 
 

This report will calculate client interest on free funds given a date range and with reference to 

a table of interest rates.    It will calculate the interest due on free funds held in the date range 

and will identify instances where the law society rules may have been exceeded thus meaning 

that interest should be accounted for to the client.    The interest amount column is followed by 
a 'Flags' column.    The flags are as follows: 

 

   4 More than £20,000 has been held for more than 7 days 

   3 More than £10,000 has been held for more then 14 days 

   2 More than £2,000 has been held for more than 28 days 

   1 More than £1,000 has been held for more than 56 days 

   * The interest is more than £20 

 

The interest calculation is related to transaction dates not value dates.   There may be instances 

where money is received by cheque requiring clearance but funds are paid by TT and the days 
calculated may be inaccurate.   It is also understood that the law society rules don't apply to 

monies held as stakeholder.   It is the responsibility of the user to interpret the results correctly. 

 

Time Audit Trail 
 

This report summarises time records by fee earner or date.   It can be specific to one fee earner 

if selected.   A date range will usually be used. 
 

Aged WiP 

 
This report will produce an aged report on outstanding work in progress in either matter 

number or alpha reference order and can be selected for a specific fee earner. 

 

Time Management Report 
 

This report requires a date range in order to print a report by fee earner on time and units 

recorded, bills raised and write offs or profit taken.   In situations where fee earners other than 

the main one for the matter work on a matter then, ticking 'Apportion bills and write offs' will 
do exactly that. 

 

Post Time Sheets 

 

Time recording is covered in detail later in the manual. 

Configuration 
 

The following items are available for configuration of the system. 
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There is a new option for Advanced Configuration from version 1.7.1 
 

Firm Details 

 

 

The firm details can be entered.   At present only the firm name is used in the programs but it 

is planned to add a facility for printing statements & remittance advices at which point the full 

details may be required. 
 

User Details 
 

This section adds, edits and deletes users.   It sets their access rights and whether they are fee 

earners and which screen they see at log on.    Each user password is set initially with this 
program.     The example below shows the settings for ABC who is a fee earner, sees the 

enquiry and time recording screen at login and has permission to view matters and time record.   

The second example shows the cashier settings.    He/she is not a fee earner, sees the main 

screen on login and has full permissions.   In any case this screen can be used to reset any 

password without knowing the existing one. 
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To create a new user, highlight an existing user whose permissions you wish to apply to the 
new user.   Click 'Add' and enter the user name – usually initials.   If you want to copy the 

permissions of the highlighted user then tick the box for 'Copy selected user details'.   You can 

edit the permissions to add or remove them at any time.   The left hand box lists the 

permissions denied and the right hand box the permissions given.   Highlight one and use the 

appropriate arrow to move it in or out of the right hand box.   You can add the name, telephone 
and e-mail for the user although at present they are not used in the program.   You MUST set a 

password for a new user if they are to be able to log in and this can be done on this screen 

without knowing an existing password 
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Finally make sure the fee earner box is ticked if they are and the Main screen box is ticked 

only if they need the full screen. 
 

Auto-Narratives 
 
The auto-narratives are listed and will be available in posting programs for the narrative field.   

They do not apply to extra narrative fields. 

 

 
Narratives can be deleted by clicking on and removing the entry.   New narratives can be 

entered by clicking on the blue line and typing in the narrative. 
 

Interest Rates 
 

One or more interest rate tables can be maintained ans used in the calculation of interest due on 

free funds.   The interest rate table requires a table number, a date, a value from and an interest 
rate.   The interest rates must run from a date before which you cannot calculate interest.   

Some users want more than one rate table so that interest can be calculated for different 

situations.    The following example shows a set of rates for two different dates and four rate 

bands.. 
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Interest reports or calculations on individual matters are only available when interest rates have 

been entered. 

 

Time Activities 

Time Rates 

 
These tables are covered in the Time recording section. 

 

Advanced Configuration 

 

This option allows the fixed nominal accounts to be set up and for the data to be changed from 

read write to read only and vice versa.    Only change the fixed accounts if you are sure of the 

implications.   Contact RedMonkey Software if in any doubt. 

 

Other Data 

 

This covers matter types and sources which are used for analysis of bills and cash received as 
well as work categories and courts which are used for time recording.   It is usual to use 

abbreviations for all codes to avoid problems when printing reports. 

 

A typical page is shown below. 
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Whenever any configuration items are changed, they will only be saved if the 'OK' 

button is clicked.    Some items of configuration are only read when the program is 

started so it may be necessary to close the program after making changes and then 

restart it. 

 

Database Update 

 
Program version 1_6_13 introduced a reports option for fee earners using the enquiry and time 

recording screen.   The modifications introduced a new user permission for Reports (F/E) 

which must be set for the reporting option to be activated on their screens.   It is also necessary 
to run this database update to allow this permission to be used.   If you want fee earners to 

have limited reporting facilities you must first ensure that all users have version 1_6_13 or 

greater.   Then run this database update which changes from 1.3 to 1.4.   On restarting the 

program set the fee earner user permissions to give fee earners the report (F/E) one.   When 

they restart their programs and log in they will have reporting facilities as described in the 
Enquiry and time recording manual.   Note that only the fee earner can have reporting 

permission and the audit trail and time management reports are locked to their log in.   From 

version 1.7.0 the database structure has changed again to 1.5.    This has allowed the 

improvements to the year end and reconciliation procedure.    Once the dataset is updated to 
1.5 all users must have program version 1.7.0 or above installed in order to continue using the 

programs.  
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Notes on Solicitors Accounting System 

 

Treatment of Disbursements and Related Control Accounts 

 

The fundamental requirement of the accounting system has been to record transactions in a 

similar fashion to the well known 6 column manual card system but to ensure also that proper 
double-entry rules are followed.  To this extent, certain control accounts have been made an 

integral part of the system and can be used to ascertain certain control balances without 

extensive analysis of individual accounts.   

 

The current program allows users to choose whatever office nominal numbers best fit their 

chosen code of accounts.   Details of these accounts are set out below. 

 

Disbursements Control Account (DC) 

 

This account is debited with all disbursements actually paid (i.e. when office payments are 

coded to a matter) and credited with disbursements when they are billed. The balance, 

therefore, represents the value of disbursements paid out but yet to be billed. 

 

Disbursements Suspense Account (DS) 

 
This account is credited whenever an office payment is coded to a matter.  The balance on this 

account therefore shows total disbursements paid to date. 

 

Fees Ledger Control. (FLC) 

 

When a bill is raised, the total value of the bill, being the costs, the VAT and the 

disbursements, is debited to this account.  When payment (part or full) for the bill is received, 

the cash is credited to this account.  Therefore the balance on the Fees Ledger Control 
represents the bills outstanding (including costs, VAT and disbursements). 

 

On extraction of an open item or aged debtors list, the total on the listing should equal the 

balance on the Fees Ledger Control. 

 

Gross Fees Suspense (GFS) 

 

When a bill is raised the costs and the VAT element are credited to this account.  When cash is 
received on payment of a bill the whole amount of the cash i.e. the costs, the VAT and the 

disbursement, is debited to this account. 

 

By adding to this account the balance of the Fees Ledger Control, i.e. achieving the balance 

that would exist if no monies were outstanding, the balance would represent total 
disbursements billed. 

 

It can be seen that the value of disbursements billed can be ascertained by subtracting the 

balance on the Disbursements Control from the Disbursements Suspense Account. 

 
To summarise the above:- 
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          DC and DS = FLC and GFS 

 
Each side equaling to total disbursements billed. (Taking into account the sign for Dr and Cr 

balances) 

 

It therefore follows that the Full Trial Balance would balance if these four control accounts 

were removed. 
 

Also it is the case that - 

 

 FLC and DC = DS and GFS 

 
Each side equaling the total matter office balances. 

 

The Management Trial Balance prints only the office nominals but leaves out the 

disbursements suspense and gross fees suspense accounts.   Since the balances on these two 

accounts are equal but opposite to the total office matter balances (which are also left out of 
the MTB), the MTB should also balance.    The most common reason for inbalance of the 

MTB is caused by writing off office disbursements with a simple journal from the matter to a 

write off nominal without reversing the entry to disbursements control & suspense made when 

the disbursement was incurred.   Such write offs should also include a credit to disbursements 
control and a debit to disbursements suspense. 

 

Providing that the only receipts to clients office accounts entered as fees cash are in respect of 

properly billed items and that write offs have been posted as above, then the combined balance 

of the individuals office accounts should equal the Disbursements Suspense Account plus the 
Gross Fees Suspense. 

 

It is important to ensure that bills are correctly posted as to costs and VAT and particularly to 

disbursements.   If disbursements have been included on the bill then cash received is all fees 

cash.   If, however, the disbursements (in whole or part) have not been included on the bill then 
the cash received must be split as to fees cash for costs and VAT and as to reimbursed 

disbursements of the remainder. 

 

A good general rule is that the total bill posted should equal the amount that would be costs 

transferred (if the funds are available) or that the client should pay to clear the account. 
 

Opening Balances 

 
In order to take on correct opening balances, it is necessary to total the following items: 

 

1) All client office balances    = T1 

2) All unpaid bills as to profit costs + VAT  = T2 

3) All unpaid bills as to Disbursements   = T3 

 

The opening balances should be as follows: 
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FLC  T2 + T3  (DR) 

DS  T1 - T2  (CR) 

DC  TI - T2 - T3  (DR) 
GFS  T2   (CR) 

Certain transactions that are convenient to correct problems that can arise e.g. using 

disbursements only bills or credit notes to eliminate unwanted fees ledger balances, can result 

in differences on the management trial balance (even though the complete trial balance  

remains in balance).   A simple way to check the correct balances on the four accounts is to 
print or view an accounts summary report.   This report will show final totals for the client 

office balances and for the outstanding bills.   The balance on fees ledger control account 

should equal the total fees ledger balances and the balance on disbursements control should 

equal the difference between the total client office balances and the fees ledger balance.   As 

stated above, the combined balances on disbursements suspense and gross fees suspense 
should be equal but opposite to the total client office balances.   Any differences can be 

corrected by means of journal entries (usually between the disbursements control and suspense 

accounts) or by adjustment of opening balances (being very careful to ensure that changes 

made are self compensating or that the appropriate suspense account is also adjusted). 

 

Examples 
 
For example, we have set out some "'T' accounts" showing the transactions as they are 

recorded. 

 

Transaction A: £25 Disbursement paid from Office Bank Account 

 
BANK  Office Bank    £ 25.00 CR 

DControl  Disbursements Control  £ 25.00 DR 

DSuspense  Disbursements Suspense  £ 25.00 CR 

Matter   Matter Office Account  £ 25.00 DR 

 
Transaction B: Raise Fee Note to Client for £100 Profit Costs, £15 VAT 

& £25 Disbursement 

 

Costs NOM.  Costs Billed    £100.00 CR 

VAT Control  VAT     £ 17.50 CR 

DC   Disbursements Control  £ 25.00 CR 

FLC   Fees Ledger Control   £142.50 DR 

Matter   Matter Office Account  £117.50 DR 

GFS   Gross Fees Suspense  £117.50 CR 

 
 

Transaction C: Receive payment of £140.00 

                

BANK  Office Bank A/c   £142.50 DR 

FLC   Fees Ledger Control   £142.50 CR 

GFS   Gross Fees Suspense  £142.50 DR 

Matter   Matter Office Account   £142.50 CR 
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The above transactions B & C are modified if the programs are set for VAT accounting on a 

cash received basis.   In this case an additional VAT Suspense account is introduced and the 

VAT posting in transaction B is to this suspense account. 
 

When the cash is received in transaction C, an additional posting is made to debit VAT 

Suspense and to credit VAT Control account.   Thus the VAT Control account credits are the  

output VAT based on cash received and the VAT suspense account balance represents the 

VAT on bills delivered but as yet unpaid. 

 

The Trial balance and the Management Trial balance. 
 

If you print or view a full trial balance the figures can be considered in two sections.  Firstly 

the nominal balances that represent the profit & loss and balance sheet of the practice as a 

business.  Secondly the client matter balances that represent either disbursements paid out but 
not yet billed and/or outstanding bills not yet paid.   For convenience, Solledger includes in the 

first section control figures for disbursements and fees ledger that duplicate the client office 

balances in the second section.   In order that the total trial balance agrees it is necessary to 

include the two suspense accounts as equal but opposite to the control accounts. 

 
When the management trial balance is printed, only the office nominals are shown and, in 

order that it should balance the two suspense accounts are not shown.  (They balance out the 

client office balances that are not shown either).   Making the assumption that the original set 

up of opening balances is correct as to the figures in the control and suspense accounts then the 
management trial balance should also balance.   The most common reason for it not balancing 

is to have written off irrecoverable disbursements by simply crediting the client and debiting 

the nominal write off account.   This is not sufficient on its own, you must also reverse the 

entries through the disbursements control and suspense accounts that were made when the 

disbursement was originally paid.   Thus you should credit disbursements control and debit 

disbursements suspense with the amount written off.  Doing this plus correct reversal of any 

fees ledger transactions will ensure that the management trial balance always balances. 

 

Disbursements and Bills 

 

Solledger is very specific in its definition of a disbursement.   It is an amount paid out (or to be 

paid) on behalf of a client matter that will be recovered by including the amount on the bill.  

These days there are fewer and fewer proper disbursements as firms increasingly aim to use 
client funds to pay any substantial amounts.   Although items such as local searches and court 

fees are commonly called disbursements by fee earners, the cashier must distinguish more 

carefully to be sure of the correct disbursement figure.   When billing a matter, the correct 

figures to post are the profit costs (analysed to the appropriate costs nominal), the VAT (that 

may include VAT on disbursements such as TT charges) and the disbursements paid or to be 
paid from office account.   The golden rule is to post as the bill amount that amount that 

will be cost transferred (if available client funds) or that amount that the client should 

send you.   There are some cases where money is received in respect of disbursements ahead 

of the time when a bill will be raised (this is more usual in legal aid cases).   If the 

disbursement has been (or will be promptly) paid from office account then the cash received 
for it can be coded as ‘R’eimbursed cash and will be credited to the client office card and at the 

same time will make the appropriate entries to disbursement control and suspense accounts to 
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offset those made when the disbursement is paid.   In this case, the disbursement must not be 

included on the bill in due course as you do not expect to receive it again and it has been dealt 

with fully on receipt. 
 

Disbursements and VAT. 
 
We normally advise users to deal with disbursements as an agent and not to reclaim input VAT 

on vattable disbursements.   Vattable disbursements can be passed onto clients as the gross 

amount and, if the client is registered to be able to reclaim VAT, we understand that the client 

can reclaim the VAT using a copy of the bill to the solicitor.   In the case of TT charges which 

are non vattable to the solicitor but are considered vattable to the client (never have been able 

to understand why!) we advise that they are included on the bill either as a disbursement with 

the VAT element included in the total VAT or possibly in the profit costs as if they were a 

non-specific disbursement. 

 

Firms that have overseas clients may find that they have to act as principal in the matter of 
disbursements so that they can reclaim the VAT to the client’s advantage.   It is anticipated that 

such firms will be well able to handle the necessary transactions themselves. 

 

Fixed Accounts 

 
There are several nominal account numbers used by various of SOLLEDGER's posting 

programs that must always be present on the system otherwise the file updating part of the 

program may not work correctly.   The posting programs will show error messages if these 

accounts are not present on the system.  These accounts can be set to the numbers chosen by 

the user. 
 

These fixed accounts are as follows with the numbers that were often used in the DOS 

programs beside them: 

 

 VAT Control        90o 

 VAT Suspense       92o 

 (VAT Suspense only used if cash accounting for VAT) 

 Fees Ledger Control       93o 

 Disbursements Control      97o 

 Disbursements Suspense      96o 

 Gross Fees Suspense      98o 

 Office Journal       9o 

 Client Journal       9c 

 Unpaid Disbursements Control     95o 

 (Unpaid Disb Control only used where wanted)  

 Purchase Ledger Control (new to version 5)   94o 

 

All of these accounts will usually be entered into the system configuration by RMS or PA 

Software.   They can be entered by users with configuration permissions in Advanced 

Configuration.    Always ensure that the accounts are open in the nominals to avoid problems.   
We do not advise changing these accounts once porting has commenced.    Consult RMS or 

PA Software if you think you need to change them. 
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VAT Returns 

 

Solledger maintains as part of the double entry system a VAT control account.   This account 

is credited with output VAT and debited with input VAT.   The balance on the VAT control 

account should always be the amount owed to HMCE.   The VAT return requires 4 boxes to be 

completed.  The figures for input VAT and output VAT are essential and must be correct to the 
penny.  The figures for VAT inputs and VAT outputs are round pound figures for statistical 

purposes and should be accurate (although no negative consequences seem to arise if the 

figures are not accurate). 

 

When the VAT return is to be completed, several reports need to be printed to cover the range 

of the current return.  This range needs to be specified as a batch number range and so it makes 

life easier to keep track of batch numbers at the end of each month.   Firstly print out the VAT 

control nominal account for the appropriate batch range.   The print should show an opening 

balance being the amount that was due at the end of the last quarter and that amount should 

appear in the debit column as a payment towards the end of the first month.   The figure you 
need for output VAT is the total of the Crs. Column.   The figure you need for the input VAT 

is the total of the Drs. Column after subtracting the payment made for last quarter. 

 

The next thing to print is the fees ledger daybook for the appropriate batch range choosing the 
bills only option.   This will print a list of all bills rendered for the period with totals at the 

bottom for costs, VAT and disbursements.   The VAT total should agree with the figure from 

the VAT control nominal and the total of the costs column is the total VAT outputs. 

 

Finally print the VAT transaction report for the same batch range.   This report has a column 
each for VAT inputs, input VAT, VAT outputs, output VAT.   The figures for outputs should 

agree with those from above.  The input VAT figure should agree with the VAT control 

account print out and will need the VAT payment amount deducted from it.  The VAT input 

column should be correct for the input VAT figure but this depends on the correct coding of 

nominals as to their scope of VAT.   Since there does not seem to be any reclaimable input 
VAT that is not at standard rate (you cannot reclaim VAT at 5% or 8% but should tell your 

utility supplier you are not domestic and they will send you bills at standard rate), an equally 

acceptable way to calculate VAT inputs is to gross up the input VAT figure for the standard 

rate. 

 
If you are accounting for VAT on a cash received basis, then you need to print a cash daybook 

rather than a bills daybook.   Also the VAT outputs column on the VAT transaction report will 

not show the correct figures (it still shows outputs based on bills) but the output VAT column 

will be correct. 

 
 

Designated Deposit Transactions 

 
When it is intended to transfer client money on a particular matter to a separately designated 

deposit account the following factors should be borne in mind. 

 

Solledger holds all client money on one matter card.   However, if some of the money is in the 

main client bank account and some in a separate account at the bank or a building society there 
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are specific programs to handle the transfer of funds between accounts and the crediting of 

interest. 

 
On opening a designated account it is necessary to open a nominal client account to hold the 

money separate from the main client account.   Usually, if you are intending to open a 

designated account for matter 1234 we recommend that you open a client nominal 1234c using 

the New Data Icon.   The class of account must be set as ‘DD’ and this will mean that the 

transactions on the account do not clear down during the year end routines. 
 

Designated deposit transfers are always dealt with through the Journals / DDs icon.  When 

money is put on deposit, it is either transferred from the main client account or may be paid 

direct to deposit.   In the case of a transfer, the main entries are between the main client bank 

and the designated bank/building society account with only a memo entry on the client card.   
If money is paid direct to the designated account then the main entries are between that 

account and the client.   Interest on the account results in entries between the designated 

account and the client.   Payments out of designated or transfers back to the main client 

account are the opposite of the receiving options. 

 

Anticipated (Unpaid) Disbursements 

 
Many users are quite happy to post disbursements only when the payment is made.   However, 

a more useful way for fee earners to view a matter is for all anticipated disbursements to be 

shown on the account card as soon as the potential payment is known.    This is possible and 

requires an 'Unpaid Disbursement Control' account to be set up on the nominal ledger and for 

the account number to be included in the Fixed Accounts set up by RMS or PAS.    Since the 
cashier will have no knowledge of anticipated disbursements it is necessary for fee earners to 

inform the cashier of such transactions including the anticipated amount.   These anticipated 

disbursements are posted to the system using the Bank Payments program and choosing the 

Unpaid Disbursements Control account as the bank account.    The transactions will appear on 

the matter highlighted in light red and with 'UPD' appended to the beginning of the narrative. 
 

The disbursement control account will show the balance of unpaid disbursements and a print of   

the account summary allows the choice of 'Unpaid disb. Balances' to show the list of matters 

with unpaids. 

 
When the disbursement is actually paid using an office cheque, on selection of the matter a box 

will appear and should be ticked if you are paying an unpaid disb.   The list of unpaids will 

appear in the extra narrative box identified only by the reference given to them when originally 

posted.   Select the one to be paid, enter the amount and click 'Add'.   You can pay several 

unpaids for one matter with one cheque but you must analyse each one separately.   The 
amount you are actually paying need not be the anticipated amount.   The program will 

automatically reverse the original unpaid disbursement amount as well as posting the actual 

payment.   The unpaids cancelling transaction will have 'Canx. UPD' appended to the 

beginning of the narrative. 
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Time Recording 

 

General Principals 

 

The time recording program of Solledger is designed either for manual recording of time on 

paper time sheets from which the data is entered to the computer or for real time recording by 
the fee earner as the work is done.   The system is designed to minimise both fee earner time 

and posting time.    With correct and logical coding, the computer will be able to apply the 

correct rate to the time or units recorded on any matter.   It is vital to understand how the 

system works before trying to devise any of the detail of time recording. 

 

The time recording system depends upon three separate but linked sets of coding. 

 

1) Each matter should be coded using the Work category and Court questions.   These two 

codes will determine the scale of charges applied to the matter.   Typical codes used 

might be as follows: 
 

Work category  Court 

 1     Corporate Private work 

 2     Individual Private work 

 3     Charity work 

 

The determining feature of these codes is that each one refers to a separate scale of rates to be 

charged.  The original design of the system took account of legal aid and the multiplicity of 

rates that could apply.   As legal aid has become more and more a specialised branch of law 
with programs such as 'BLAID' designed to produce all the forms needed by the LSC, time 

recording in most practices has become simpler in terms of assigning rates to work.   The 

Court category is seldom needed now as rates generally do not depend on which court a 

particular activity is performed in.   Rates will vary between fee earners of different seniority.   

Firms may have different rates for different types of client e.g. A rate for individuals, another 
for companies and, perhaps, another for charities (as shown above) and it is this categorisation 

which is more usually nowadays expressed in the work category.  

 

1. A series of Activity codes must be devised to separate the types of work done to suit the 

firm’s and or the LSC needs.    Activity codes are two digit (usually alpha but can be 
numbers) codes to represent the type of work.   For example, ‘AT’ might be attendance, 

‘TW’ might be travel & wait, ‘PR’ might be preparation, etc. 

 

At some point it is necessary to decide whether you want to record time or units.   Our system 

will deal with either or a mixture of both.    Traditionally, many systems have used units 
(usually of 6 minutes) and this has had advantages in terms of adding up totals since it 

effectively decimalises time.    However, our system deals equally efficiently with hours and 

minutes recording and we feel it is advantageous when looking at the report on a matter to see 

that 10 hrs. 30 mins. has been expended rather than that 105 units have been clocked up.  With 

legal aid, of course, there are some unit activities (routine letters and telephone calls for 
instance) which are paid per unit but where the unit does not represent 1/10th of the hourly 

rate.   If you do decide to record time from a time sheet, it is quite possible to only ever record 

6, 12, 18, 24 minutes etc. thus effectively gaining the advantage of not having to agonise over 
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exact time while still receiving the benefits of reporting in time not units.   If you use the 

inbuilt timing feature of our system, the time recorded will automatically be rounded up to the 

next 6 minute band but this can be set by RMS or PAS to any figure between 1 and 60 minutes 
when the system is setup. 

 

It is necessary also to decide what to post from the time sheet or as we usually describe it - 

whether you are an accountant at heart or a solicitor.    Accountants know they have to fill in 

time sheets but tend to be paranoid about everything balancing.   They usually fill in a time 
sheet to account for all their working time and therefore need activity codes for overhead 

activities such as holidays, sickness, administration, etc.    Solicitors tend to be more pragmatic 

and only fill in their time sheets for the productive (hope to be paid for!) time.   Our system 

will cope with either method but, of course, activity codes for overhead activities need to be 

included if they are to be recorded.    Overhead activities do not have charging rates but the 
time management report evaluates the notional cost of overhead activity at that fee earners 

average rate for the period reported on.   Some users have also activities for time/units but 

charged at a zero rate. 

 

As well as activities recording time or units there need to be activities for dealing with opening 
balances, costs billed, write offs and profit taken.   A true WiP figure will only be correct if all 

entries are made.   The system can be set at installation to automatically transfer the costs 

element of bills where there is time recording on the matter.   However, when a matter is 

complete, it is necessary to check that the WiP is zero or to post a Write Off or Profit Taken 
amount to ensure this.   Matters can only be marked as complete if the accounts, fees and time 

balances are nil. 

 

A typical activity code table is shown below. 
 

 

 
3) Finally, it is necessary to enter tables of charging rates for each fee earner for each 

activity code and for each type of matter as defined by the work category and court codes.  An 

example of such a table is as follows: 
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When posting the time sheets, one is posting a daily sheet for a particular fee earner.   The 
system knows the table of rates for the fee earner.   When the matter is identified, the system 

knows which part of the table is relevant from the work category and court codes for that 

matter.  Finally, the activity code as recorded on the time sheet is entered and the system can 

look up the rate to be applied to the time or the units. 

 

Time Recording on Enquiry screen 
 

This is the time recoding method most commonly used by fee earners and is the only means of 

using the computer clock to time work in real time.   It allows also recoding of entries where 

either the time or the units is input by the fee earner.   The time recording section will offer the 
logged in initials and the date. 
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If it is a fee earner logging in then it will default to that fee earner on the current date.   If there are 

previous un-posted sessions then the message as shown will be displayed.   If the login initials are not 

a fee earner's then click 'Change' to select the fee earner and the date as shown below. 

 

Unposted sessions are days where the time has been recorded but not posted to the database.   These 

can be highlighted, retrieved, checked and posted or discarded as required.   Click 'Ok'  

 

To start time recording click ‘New task’ 
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Enter the matter no.  (use the search icon if you don't know the no.) and press 'Tab' key or Click on 

'Show recent clients' to display a list of the most recent clients you have worked on and select as 

appropriate. 
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The matter displays and allows the work category and/or the Court to be changed if necessary.  

Otherwise press 'Tab' key to get to Narrative.   Enter as needed and press 'Tab'.   Enter the activity 

code and press 'Tab'.   The rate is displayed (hourly rate for time or unit rate for units) and can be 

changed if required.   Otherwise press 'Tab' to get to the Amount box.    

 

At this point there are two options.    If you are posting after the event, perhaps from a written time 

sheet, you can enter the number of minutes or, in the case of unit activities, the number of units.   Click 

'Ok' or press 'Enter' and the entry will be stored in the main section.   This is the only option for unit 

activity. 

 

You can use the computer clock to time an activity by entering everything as above except for the 

amount.  The program will show the activity as Running (two blue bars) in the current activities box 

and will show the elapsed time.   You can Suspend the activity by clicking on the Running symbol 

upon which it will change to a blue arrow.   Clicking the blue arrow will resume it.   You can start a 

second (or third or more) activity by clicking 'New Task' again and filling in the details and make an 

entry in the Current Tasks box.   You can switch between the current activities by clicking the blue 

arrow of the one you want.   The other(s) activities will then be paused and their timing suspended.      

When you finish an activity click on the red square to accept it and store it in the main section.   Then 

click, if necessary to resume the activity you are working on. 

 

Click 'New Task' for the next entry.   You will be offered the same matter number.   Just overtype if a 

different matter is to be recorded or pick a matter from the recent matters list. 

 

You can go back to amend an entry in the main section by right clicking and selecting Delete or by 

double clicking it to allow editing. 

 

The following example shows three activities running in the timed mode.   As shown, the first two 

activities are paused and the third activity is running.   Clicking on the blue arrow of either of the first 

two items makes that one the running one and suspends the previously running one. 
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When the displayed activity is ended click the 'Finish' button and the time will be rounded up to the 

next 6 minutes.   Note that the round up minutes can be set by ourselves in the configuration (1 – 60 

minutes) so those that want a more human looking time sheet can opt for 5 minutes round up. 

 

 

If you require a paper record of your time sheet before posting then Click the 'Print' button. 

 

If anything happens to your computer or if you click the cross at the top corner, the entries made so far 

are preserved and will be redisplayed if you log in as the same initials and the same date, then the 

entries you made will be redisplayed. 

 

If you forget to end session any day you will be reminded of this when you log in and can call up to 

review the time sheet, amend it if needed, and the post it to the main database as shown below.   Note 

that today's unposted entries appear on this list. 
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When you have finished a time sheet, either today's or a previous day, click the 'End Session' button.   

You can choose to discard the entries but normally you will want to post them by clicking 'OK' 

 

 

NOTE that as from version 1_6_13 there is a reporting option on the fee earner posting 

screen which is described in more detail in the Enquiry and Time Recording Manual. 

 

Time Recording on Main screen 

 
The alternative way to post time sheets is using the main screen and selecting 'Post Time 

Sheets'.   This posting procedure does not allow the use of the computer clock for timing 

entries.   It is usually used by the cashier to post write offs and profit taken to keep the WiP 

tidy and accurate.   It can, though, be used to transfer time recording from a time sheet in much 

the same way as for the enquiry screen.   The time sheet should have details of the matter 
number and, perhaps the client surname for error checking, the activity code, any narrative 

required and the time or units. 

 

Post a time sheet by first selecting the Fee earner and the date.   Enter the matter number and 

press 'Tab'.   Enter a narrative if given and press 'Tab'.   Enter the activity code and press 'Tab'.   
The rate can be changed if the time sheet shows a different rate.  Press 'Tab'.   Finally enter the 

time or units and click 'Add' or press 'Enter'.   The time entry will move to the lower box and 

the focus will return to the matter box where another entry can be made for the same matter or 

e new matter number entered.   When the time sheet is complete it can be posted by clicking 
'Post' or pressing F9 key.   If any errors have been made during entry one can right click on the 

line in the lower box and the line 'Deleted'. 

 

The example below shows time and unit activities being entered 
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The example below shows a posting of £500 costs (although usually one would expect that to 
have automatically generated when the bill was posted to the accounts) and a write off of the 

balance.   When the entries for a fee earner and a day have been entered and 'Add' ed as for 

accounts posting – the time sheet can be Posted by clicking or pressing F9. 

 

It is good practice for the cashier to check regularly for saved sessions by clicking the box at 

the bottom left.   This will show a list of any sessions recorded by fee earners but not actually 

posted (End Session 'd).    The cashier can either call these up and post them or refer them to 
the fee earner who can recall them in the enquiry screen using the date and their initials  before 

deciding whether to post or discard them. 
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Back up and Restore Data 

 

Backups of the database should be taken as often as necessary.   Anything from daily to 
weekly will be appropriate in most cases.  Backup is usually done to a USB memory stick and 

these are easily available in capacities from 512MB upwards.   The 512MB size will be 

adequate and it is recommended that two memory sticks are used alternately and that one is 

always stored off the premises. 

 
To start the backup process insert a memory stick into a USB port.   The operating system 

should recognise the device and display details of it.  Note what the computer has called it.  

Typically 'Removable disk (E:)' but different makes of stick may come up with different 

descriptions.   The backup and restore tools are part of the Solledger program.   They are found 

in the 'Tools' tab at the top of the screen.  Click on Backup data and the following screen is 
shown. 

 

Usually only a small number of databases will be shown and the current one that needs 

backing up will be top of the list and highlighted.   In this case the data solledger_demo will be 

backed up when you click 'Backup'.   The program first prepares a compressed file of the data 

and, when it is ready to write this file somewhere, will show the following screen. 
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The default location for the copy will be the My Documents folder on the hard disk of the 

computer you are working on.   This is not what you want and you must click the blue down 
arrow at the right hand end of the Save in box and find the removable disk as shown below 

 

 
The program automatically names the file with the date and time of the backup.   The file has 

an extension of '.sbf' but this is of no significance unless you need to restore it at any time.   

Click 'Save' and the backup file will be written to the USB memory stick.   Most sticks have an 

activity light that will flash (briefly perhaps) while the data is written.   The backup screen will 
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be displayed and the backup should be shown as being done and the program finished as 

below.   Any error message will be displayed if the file could not be saved so check there is no 

such message and then click the cross in the top right hand corner to quit the backup. 

 

 

Finally it is advisable to 'Safely remove' the memory stick.   In the bottom right hand corner of 

the screen are a series of icons including one that looks a bit like a mousetrap.   You may have 
to click a left facing arrow to show all the icons.   When you point at the correct one it will 

show a message 'Safely remove Hardware'.   Click it and a list of removable devices will be 

displayed – often only the one removable drive.   Click the device to be removed and after a 

short pause a message should display saying it is safe to remove the hardware.  Unplug the 

memory stick and the job is finished. 
 

Restoring data is basically the same procedure as backup in reverse.   WE DO NOT 

RECOMMEND you restore data without reference to PA Software or RedMonkey Software 

unless as part of a year end carry forward where you have e-mailed the data to PAS or RMS 

and have the returned backup file.    The restore option is chosen from Tools and the following 
screen displays. 

 

 

Click 'Open File' and find the backup file (it should always have an extension of '.sbf' but it has 

been known for the e-mail system to change the extension to 'zip.   If this happens then right 
click the file and rename it with the .sbf extension).   The datasets it contains will be shown in 
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the left hand column as shown below.   Select the one(s) you want to restore and click 

'Restore'.   Note that if the program is restoring a dataset in use then, after restoring, the 

program will close down and must be restarted. 
 

 

Year End Routines 

 

At present the year end routines are part of an administration program that is not integrated 

into the main system.    We are looking at the feasibility of doing this in the future.   In the 

mean time there are two possible solutions.    We can attend your site and carry out the work 
there including making sure the programs are up to date (and send you a modest bill) or you 

can make a backup file and e-mail it to us at paul@redmonkeysoftware.com.    We will carry out 

the work and return a backup file to you containing the original data (renamed to show the year 

and set to read only) and the carried forward data set ready for new year postings.    It is 

preferable to do the year end carry forward at the end of the year but it is possible to do it after 
new year postings have been made.    Please give 1-2 weeks notice of when you will want a 

year end done so we can organise who does it.    From version 1.7.0 you can change data to 

read only but you cannot change the name of a dataset.    For example, if you send 

solledger_demo data we will return it as solledger_demo0910. 
 

Keep up to Date 

 

It is in the nature of programs such as Solledger that frequent revisions and updates are 
released.    The latest program version can be downloaded from our server using your browser.   

Type into the website box at the top as follows 

 

    https://www.redmonkeysoftware.com 
 

and press 'Enter'   A short menu of available download items is displayed. 

mailto:paul@redmonkeysoftware.com
https://www.redmonkeysoftware.com/
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If you have a version prior to 1.7.5 it must be removed from your computer using Control 
Panel to Add/Remove programs, identify Solledger Accounts, and Remove or Uninstall it. 

 

The main program is Solledger Client (Windows).   Click on it and then choose 'Run'   (Sometimes 

you may have to 'Save' it first before Run)   There may be a question about allowing a program from 

RedMonkey Software – click 'Allow'.   Then click the prompts choosing Typical where asked and 

Install at the end.   The program will install (the version no. is shown at the top).   Click 'Finish' to run 

the program.   This Manual can be downloaded and there is a small Enquiry and Time Recording 

manual for fee earners who do their own time recording.    The Solledger Client (OSX) is the version 

for Apple Mac.   The Solledger Changelog is a simple text document summarising the changes with 

each version number. 

 

 

Updates should be installed as they become available.   However, updating from versions prior to 

1_5_0 should only be done in consultation with RMS. 

 

As from version 1_6_20 the program checks each time it is started to see if there is a newer version of 

the program and offers to install it if there is.   If the version you are running is earlier than 1.7.4 then it 

must be removed as above before the new version can be installed.    Once you have a version 1.7.6 or 

greater then the installer will just overwrite the existing program.   Your login settings will be 

preserved.    This auto update only applies to computers connected to the internet. 
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